AppState RMI Career Fair (Noon-4pm)
February 22, 2018

Registered Organizations as of February 14, 2018

1. All Risks, * I, FT
2. Auto Owners * I, FT
3. BC/BS NC I, FT
4. Builders Mutual* FT
5. Burns & Wilcox FT
6. Canal Insurance FT
7. Chrichton Group FT
8. Decisely I
9. EMC Insurance I, FT
10. Falls Lake Insurance* I, FT
11. First Security Insurance*I
12. GEICO* FT
13. The Hartford * FT
14. IIANC I, FT
15. iSurity FT
17. Liberty Mutual* I, FT
18. Lockton* I, FT
19. Markel FT
20. Marsh & McLennan I, FT
21. National General* I, FT
22. Nautilus I, FT
23. NC Farm Bureau Ins* I FT
24. SCU* (Southern Cross Underwriters) FT
25. Selective Insurance FT
26. Synergy Insurance* FT
27. TAPCO I, FT
28. Travelers* FT
29. United Heartland* I, FT
30. UPC Insurance FT
31. Westfield Insurance I,

*Interviews on Feb. 23.
I, Looking for INTERNALS
FT, Looking for FULL-TIME hires